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A spectral dilation of some non-Dirichlet algebra 
TAKAHIKO NAKAZI») 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let C (.30 be the algebra of complex-valued 
continuous functions on X, and let A be a uniform algebra on X. Let § be a com-
plex Hilbert space and L(%>) the algebra of all bounded linear operators on I is 
the identity operator in An algebra homomorphism f^~Tf of A in £(§) , which 
satisfies 
T\ = I and || 7/|| = H/ll 
is called a representation of A on A representation £/0 of C(X) on a Hilbert 
space ft is called a spectral dilation of the representation f—Ts of A on § if § is a 
Hilbert subspace of ft and 
Tfx = PUfx for feA and 
where P is the orthogonal projection of ft on 
If A is a Dirichlet algebra on X and f-*-Tt a representation of A on then 
there exists a spectral dilation. This was proved by FOIA§ and Suciu (cf. [3, Theo-
rem 8.7]). However, it is unknown whether any representation of a non-Dirichlet 
algebra has a spectral dilation. In this paper we give an example of a uniform alge-
bra which has a spectral dilation for any operator representation and is a subalgebra 
of a disc algebra, of codimension one. 
If f—Tf is a representation of A on a Hilbert space § with the inner product 
(x,y) (x, then there are measures jiXiy (x, y£§) such that \\fiX:y\\ S||x|||| j>|| 
for x, y€§> and 
(Tfx, y) = J f d\ix<y for f£A and x, 
(see [3, p. 173]). Let T be in the maximal ideal space of A and G the Gleason part 
of T. We say that the representation f-+Tf of A is G-continuous (Grsingular) if 
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there exists a system of finite measures {px,y} such that pXjy is G-absolutelv con-
tinuous (G-singular) and ( T f x , y ) = J f dfixy for all f£A and all x, (cf. [2, 
p. 182]) . We need the following three lemmas to give a theorem. The first one is a 
theorem of MLAK [2, Theorem 2 . 3 ] and the second one is one result of FOIA§ and 
Suciu (cf. [3, p. 173]). 
Lemma. 1. Let f-~Ts be a representation of A on Then f-+Tf is a unique 
orthogonal sum Tf=T"f@Tsf where the representation f-~T"{ (f-*Tsf) ofAisG-abso-
lutely continuous (G-singular). 
Lemma 2. Let f—Tf be a representation of A on Then there are measures 
Hx.r (*> such that \\nxJ\ S||x|| ||>-|| for x, and 
. ((Tf+T*)x, y)= J (/+g) df.ixy 
for f,g£A and 
A family Ax>y (x, y£§) of measures on X is called semispectral if it satisfies 
the following properties: 
(1) = + 
(2) / <Pd?.x,y = f $ dky,x ($£C(X)), 
(3) S 0, 
(4) : l |A,J^yMllj>ll 
where a and /? are complex numbers, and y is a positive number. 
Now we can give an example of a uniform algebra which has a spectral dila-
tion for any operator representation and is not a Dirichlet algebra. Let T be the 
unit circle and si the algebra of those continuous functions on T which have ana-
lytic extensions / to the interior such that / ( 0 ) = / ( l ) . Then si is a uniform algebra 
on T and T is the Shilov boundary of si. The complex homomorphism x on si 
is defined by t ( / ) = / ( 0 ) = / ( 1 ) . Both d()/2n and the unit point mass <5j at 1 represent 
the same linear functional r on si. Therefore si is not a logmodular algebra and 
hence not a Dirichlet algebra bn T (cf. [1, p. 38]). 
Lemma 3. If /t is an annihilating measure on T for si+si then dfi= 
^c(d0j2n—ddf) for some constant c. . . . 
Proof . We may assume that n is a real measure on T. I f / i annihilates si .then 
J zdn = J z2 dfi — J z3 dn = . . . 
because the functions z—za, z2—z3, z3—z4, ... are all in si. Hence for any positive 
integer n 
J z"(,ifi-cyddi) = 0, 
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where ct=Jzd\i. By a theorem of F. and M. Riesz (cf. [1, p. 45]), dfi — c1dô1 = 
=hd9/2n for some h in the usual Hardy space H1. The absolutely continuous 
part of ц with respect to dOjln is a real measure and coincides with h d0/2n. Since 
H1 has not nonconstant real functions, h is constant. Thus d\i=c d9/2n+c1dô1 and 
c=—ct because J 1 ф = 0 . 
Theorem. Let f-+Tf be a representation of si on a Hilbert space There 
exists a spectral dilation Ф-»иф of f-*T 
Proof . By Lemma 1 we may assume that the representation /— Tf of si is 
G-continuous or G-singular, where G is the Gleason part of т in the maximal ideal 
space of si. Suppose the representation is G-continuous. By Lemma 2 there are 
measures цх,у (x, y€9j) such that IKJsS| |x | | |Ы| and ((Tf+T*)x, y)=f (f+g)dpx,y 
for fg^si and .г, Since the representation of si is G-continuous, by the 
definition цх-у is absolutely continuous with respect to d9j2n+dbx. Hence 
d\ixa = hXt y d0/2n + cXt y dôx 
where hx>y is in the usual Lebesgue space U(d9\2n) and cXtf is constant. 
Put 
dK.y = (hx,y+cXiy)d9/2n. 
We shall prove that the family Xx<y (x, y(z§>) of measures on T is semispectral, that 
is, it satisfies (1)—(4). (4) is clear. dnax+pyiZ—(a dpXtZ+fi dfiy/z) annihilates si+si. 
Therefore by Lemma 3 for some constant aXiyz 
+ = ax,y,z(d9/2n-dô1), 
consequently 
and Cax + ffy,z (aCx, z + PCy, z) = ~ ax, y, z • 
This implies (1). dpXty—dJiyiX annihilates si+si. 
Therefore by Lemma 3 for some constant bXiJ> 
dpXi y - djiyi x = bx< y (d9/2n — dd,) 
consequently 
hxy HylX bx,y and сху Суд. = bXty. 
This implies (2). By Proposition 7.8 in [3], if f£si and R e / s O then Re 7>^0. 
Hence if uÇsi+si and u^O then J u d f i x x ^ 0 . Thus for udsi+si with mS0 
J и dkXtX = J u(hxx + cxx) dOI2n = J uhxx d9/2n + cx x J ud9\2n = 
= / uhXtX d9/2n+cXiXJ ud51=ju dfiXtX ^ 0. 
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By the Riemann—Lebesgue lemma we know that z"—0 in the weak* topology 
of L°°(ddl2n). Hence the functions z, z2, z8 , . . . are all in the weak*-closure of si 
because zk=(zk-zk~1) + ... +(zn-zn~1)-zn for n>k. Therefore for M € C ( T ) with 
u^Ojud) . X t X ^0 and this implies (3). 
Since the family ?.X)V (.v, of measures on T is semispectral, there is a 
positive definite map of C ( T ) in (cf. [3, Theorem 7 . 1 ] ) . By a dilation 
theorem of Naimark (cf. [3, Theorem 7 .5 ] ) , we obtain a representation $ -»U 0 
of C(T) on a Hilbert space ft which is a spectral dilation of If f£si0 then 
J f dQjln — J f ddi=0 and hence 
(T/x, y)= J f d l x , y = /fhx<y dd/2n = f fd»x,y = (Tfx, y), (x, ye§,). 
Thus T'f=Tf if f£si and the representation is the spectral dilation 
o f / V T , . 
If the representation is G-singular, the family ¡iXiy (x, >'€§) is singular with 
respect to dO^n+ddy. Then Lemma 3 implies that it is semispectral immediately, 
and the proof can be completed as above. 
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